Recent work on battery-driven power management has demonstrated that sequential discharge is suboptimal in multibattery systems, and lifetime can be maximized by distributing (steering) the current load on the available batteries, thereby discharging them in a partially concurrent fashion. Based on these observations, we formulate multi-battery lifetime maximization as a continuous, constrained optimization problem, which can be efficiently solved by non-linear optimizers. We show that great lifetime extensions can be obtained with respect to standard sequential discharge, as well to previously proposed battery allocation schemes.
INTRODUCTION
Supporting multi-battery power supplies is becoming standard for modern electronic products, as this option enables the user to trade battery lifetime for weight upon needs. From the manufacturing standpoint, there is clearly a number of issues that must be faced when multiple batteries have to be accommodated into the case of an electronic product, such as a laptop or a cell phone. They range from the selection of battery capacities and shapes, to the design of the power supply circuitry (including the switching regulator that interfaces the various batteries to the current load).
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. One degree of freedom that, so far, has not been fully exploited, is the policy to be used for discharging the available batteries. In other words, the approach adopted in existing products consists of fixing, once and for all during system design, the order in which batteries have to be discharged. A battery is not disconnected from the current load until it is exhausted.
The rationale for this solution stands in the assumption that batteries well approximate ideal charge storage. In other words, the amount of charge (i.e., the'capacity) a battery can deliver is independent of the way the charge is extracted. Unfortunately, the behavior of a real battery is far different from the ideal case. In particular, at higher current loads, a battery is less efficient in converting its chemically stored energy into available electrical energy; thus, its actual capacity deviates more sensibly from the nominal value. This effect has been discussed in a number of previous works [I, 2, 3, 41. Accurate battery modeling is a complex task, because a number of additional non idealities needs to be taken into account (e.g., battery recovery, internal resistance, thermal effects). However, load-dependent capacity is the most significant non-ideality in real-life batteries and all battery manufacturers provide quantitative data on this effect in their data-sheets (discharge curves, plotting capacity vs. current load), while other, more complex effects, such as charge recovery require additional, extensive experimental characterization.
In multi-battery systems, the load-dependent capacity of batteries has profound implications. First and foremost, the commonly accepted sequential discharge schedule is a very inefficient policy from a battery lifetime viewpoint, as observed in [5, 61. Pedram, Wu and Qiu [5] propose an improved battery discharge policy that selects the battery to be connected to the load based on the absorbed current level. This strategy is effective when batteries are highly asymmetric (e.g. one battery is very efficient at low currents, while the other is much better at high currents), and when the current load has high variance. Unfortunately, load-based battery switching degenerates to sequential discharge for multiple cells that respond similarly to the load (e.g., multiple equal batteries, similar batteries with different size) and for constant loads.
An alternative approach to multi-battery scheduling was proposed in [6] . One of the main results obtained in that work was that, given a simple two-battery system made of two identical battery cells, significant lifetime improvements can be achieved by alternatively connecting the two battery cells to the load. The higher the frequency at which bat-teries are switched, the closer the lifetime gets to that of a monolithic battery having double capacity. This result can be intuitively explained by the fact that, as the switching frequency increases, the current load tends to "see" the two batteries as if they were connected in parallel (the parallel connection of voltage sources is obviously not allowed). Thus, the current load appears as equally split over the two batteries, which are operated under less demanding load, and therefore deliver a larger amount of charge. In some specific applications (for instance, medical devices) high switching frequencies cannot be tolerated. Fortunately, in these cases, the ability of a battery to recover some of its deliverable charge if periods of discharge are interleaved with rest periods can be exploited to achieve sizable lifetime improvements of the multi-battery system [7] .
In this paper, we build upon the idea of fast alternation of battery usage by generalizing the concept of current splitting introduced in [6] . We consider multi-battery power supplies containing heterogeneous cells, that is, cells having different nominal capacities and discharge curves. For this kind of power supplies, it is clear that the amount of current that should be drawn from each cell, when the "parallel" battery is created through fast switching, must vary according to the actual capacity of each cell. In other words, the current load should be split non-uniformly over all the cells in the power supply. This objective is achieved by a fast-switching round-robin policy that connects battery cells to the load for time periods of different duration. For example, in the case of a two-battery system, this translates to a connection of the cells to the load following a square wave with unbalanced duty-cycle.
To optimally solve the problem of choosing the right discharge current for each battery (or, equivalently, to optimize the duty cycle of the switch control waveform), we cast it as a continuous, constrained optimization problem and we solve it using standard optimization methods. The assumption on which our formulation is based is that the profile of the current load to be drawn from the power supply is well characterized, that is, the percentage of the time in which the system operates at different current levels is known.
We present experimental results showing that the new current allocation method yields lifetime extensions over previously published allocation algorithms [6] as high as 12%; lifetime extensions with respect to sequential battery discharge are clearly much larger than this, as they can be as high as 160%
PROBLEM FORMULATION

Capacity vs. Lifetime
Because of the non-idealities of real batteries, the relation between discharge time T (the lifetime, hereafter) and battery capacity C cannot be simply derived by the ideal battery capacity formula C = T . I , where I is the discharge current.
This fact is at the basis of the well-known Peukert's equation [8] , that models non-idealities for the case of a constant current load by introducing a penalty value that decreases the actual capacity (i.e., the battery efficiency) for larger current loads. Peukert's equation relates C and T as follows:
where a > 1 is called the Peukert's value. Typical values of a are between 1.2 and 1.4. The value a = 1 represents the ideal case.
For our purposes, we model this non-ideality in a slightly different way, similar to the approach followed by Pedram and Wu in [9] . This alternative solution consists of expressing the dependency between capacity and discharge current as follows:
In Equation 2, pr > 1 is the current scaling factor, which accounts for the fact that the battery is less efficient in using its capacity for larger current values. p r actually expresses the ratio of the nominal capacity of the battery CO, and the discharge characteristics of the battery versus the load current. In formula, P I = a. Re-arranging the equation for C , we get:
Load Characterization
The constant current load at the basis of Peukert's equation is not a realistic assumption for real-life systems, that are typically characterized by variable loads. One possibility to model a variable load is to assume a set of M current levels (11,. . . , Ifif); their distribution over time is described by a set (XI,. . . , XM), where xi denotes the percentage of total operation time spent with current li.
Such characterization can be achieved by statistical profiling of the typical behavior of the system under analysis over a significant period of time. The value of M determines the quantization interval used to characterize the load. Although somehow simplistic, this model can be tuned with arbitrarily fine accuracy, and is general enough.
Under this load model, Equation 2 generalizes to:
Equation 4 is at the basis of our formulation of the load optimization problem described in the next subsection.
Load Optimization
We assume that N batteries are available, each one characterized by its capacity equation C t ( I ) , i = 1,. . . , N. Our formulation of the load optimization problem is based on the following two assumptions:
All the N batteries are discharged concurrently, and the load current is partitioned, in general not equally, among them. This is equivalent to assuming roundrobin switching policy which connects each battery to the load for a time proportional to the fraction of the load current we wish to absorb from the battery. The cycle frequency of the round-robin schedule is fast enough to let batteries perceive only its time-averaged effect (i.e., a constant current equal to a fraction of the load current).
Since we are discharging the N batteries concurrently, we wish to fully discharge all of them at the same time T , that represents the lifetime of the overall battery pack. Any differences in time-to-total discharge among batteries can be seen as an inefficiency in the current steering policy, and we want to eliminate the inefficiency by construction.
The load optimization problem can be formulated as a nonlinear optimization problem as follows:
Maximize T, such that: subject to:
The unknowns (decision variables) are:
0 The lifetime T. In spite of the simplicity of the objective function, the problem is far from having a trivial soIution, because the equality constraints of Equation 6 are in general non-linear. A local minimum can be found using standard continuous non-linear optimizers [lo] (e.g., quasi-Newton, gradient).
Notice that the size of the problems is not a major concern because the number of load levels and the number of battery cells in the system is unlikely to be very large.
One important observation about the above formulation concerns the battery models. It is important to emphasize that reducing the battery behavior to a capacity equation only approximately models the complex behavior of real-life batteries; other effects such as charge recovery due to battery idleness are not included in this model. Notice, however, that the proposed allocation scheme is insensitive to the recovery effect, because it is based on a high-frequency alternation of the various battery packs.
The following is a simple instance of the problem that shows how the current allocation is superior, for instance, to a sequential discharge scheme. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have used a standard commercial package to solve the current allocation algorithm, namely, the nonlinear constrained optimizer of the Matlab Optimization Package.
It uses the so-called Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) methods, consisting of an iterative solution of several quadratic programming sub-problems, that have been shown to represent the state of the art in nonlinear programming methods [lo] .
To validate the effectiveness of the proposed solution we have run several experiments to compare the lifetime achievable with proportzonal current allocatzon (i.e., the method of this paper) with respect to the uniform current splitting approach of [6] (referred to in the sequel as fixed current allocatzon) . Comparison to lifetimes provided by sequential battery discharge (which his the policy adopted by existing electronic products) is also provided for the sake of completeness.
Explorative Analysis
In a first experiment, we have evaluated the impact of proportional current allocation for a number of variants of a reference workload applied to a system. The system consists of two batteries, whose capacity equations are:
These models have been obtained by fitting the discharge profile of two real-life batteries to a generic equation template of the form CO . (1 -a . IO) .
The workload consists of two currents of 11 = 1A and IZ = 3A. We have then analyzed the discharge of the two batteries for different distributions of the workload; in particular, according to the formulation of Section 2 , we have applied various workloads consisting of 11 and I2 and different values of 21 and 2 2 . signifying that in case of higher currents there is higher margin for current allocation than for smaller currents. This fact is also shown in Figure 2 , where the percentage of lifetime extension is plotted for three different workloads: The first one consists of the same current levels as in Figure 1 (11 = 1 , 1 2 = 3 ) , whereas the second and the third have (11 = 2 , I z = 4), and (11 = 4,Iz = 8), respectively. In the plot we notice how the lifetime extensions increase as the average value of the current drawn increases, and are also more sensitive to the ratio 21/22. Figure 3 pictorially summarizes (with data grouped by workload type) the percentage lifetime increase provided by proportional current allocation over fixed current allocation, as this represents the closer target of the method introduced in this paper. The increase tends to be larger for workloads in which the asymmetry in the battery can be fully exploited (i.e., higher current levels, and larger variance in the levels). For instance, workloads of type SW2 or ASW2 yield better solutions than SW1 and ASW1, respectively.
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The third experiment we have carried out consists of evaluating a real-life workload extracted from an actual system, and perform some exploration about the opportunities offered by various battery configurations.
The system is a digital audio recorder described in The following table again compares the lifetime of the battery system obtained by using current steering to the one obtained with fixed current allocation.
Battery
Lifetime [ The results confirm the trend exhibited by the previous experiments. In particular, for the BS3 configuration, the fixed allocation scheme is significantly sub-optimal with respect to a careful assignment of the currents.
Notice that for the case of identical batteries (BSl), the fixed and the proportional allocation correctly provide the same result. The solution returned by the current allocation algorithm correctly splits each current level equally across the two batteries.
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CONCLUSIONS
Battery management has shown to be a promising approach to extend lifetime of portable electronic appliances. This is particularly true when the devices are equipped with multi-battery power supplies.
In this paper, we have formulated and solved the problem of optimally allocating current loads to the various cells of a multi-battery system in order to achieve battery lifetime maximization.
The proposed solution consistently outperforms the results given by a current allocation policy that equally partitions the current load to all the batteries available in the power supply. Obviously, the new policy is also greatly superior to sequential battery discharge, the latter being the battery discharge policy adopted by modern electronic products.
